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Abstract

In this note we investigate how to tune the thermostat hysteresis for

a system of interconnected thermal processes� Using linear program�

ming techniques and worst�case analysis we compute switch levels for

the controller to make the system stay close to desired temperature

levels� Both the case with and without amplitude bounded distur�

bances are treated� The same technique can also be applied to a

system of interconnected tanks despite the fact that such a system is

nonlinear�

� Problem Description

Many industrial processes are controlled using relays that turns heaters or
pumps on and o� when certain levels are reached� Usually the switch lev�
els of the relays are tuned by hand to obtain required safety margins on
for example temperatur or liquid levels� In some cases the relay controlled
process interact with other processes which then are indirectly controlled by
the relay� This makes it hard to predict how the setting of switch levels for
the relay controlled process e�ects the process variables for the indirectly
controlled process�

This report is an attempt to develope a control design method for tuning
switch levels of realys in thermostats for interconnected thermal systems�
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Both switch levels for heater on�off and bounds on all process variables
are computed by linear programming techniques� A number of simulations
shows that the computed bounds are rather tight� It is interesting to note
that a search in inspec gave no relevant hits related to the problem treated
in this report�

��� The System

Consider a thermal process that consists of n subsystems 	e�g� tanks with
liquid
� The temperature dynamics of each subsystem is given by an equation
of the following form

�xi � aiixi 
X
j ��i

aijxj  biiui  ciiwi� 	�


where xi denotes the temperature in tank i� aii � �� aij � �� bii � ��
ui � f�� �g� cii � �� and jwij � �� Here aij models the heat transfer from
tank j to tank i and aij � aji due to energy conservation� The value � or
� of ui correspond to that the heater in tank i is on or off and bii is non�
negative since the heater only adds energy to the system 	negative bii could
be possible if we also use coolers
� Using matrix notation we get

�x � AxBu Cw� 	�


where x � R
n and u � f�� �gn� Furthermore� AT � A � R

n�n is a stable
matrix and B�C � R

n�n are diagonal matrices with non�negative entries�
Tanks without heaters correspond to zero diagonal entries of B�
Remark� To be more precise� the thermal process model for tank i is

�xi �
X
i��j

Kij	xj � xi
  Li	T� � xi
  biiui  ciiwi� 	�


where T� is the ambient temperature of the tanks and Kij � � and Li � �
are heat exchange constants� This model can be rewritten as in 	�
� but
with an extra constant term added to it 	from LiT�
 and the additional
constraint that aii � �Pi��j aij� In our investigations we have put T� � ��
but the theory derived below also applies to the more general case� Also�
we do not make use of the constraint on aii� so we derive the theory for the
more general system class given by 	�
 instead� It should be noted that from
the Gershgorin Circle Theorem 	see Golub ���
 we get that the constraints
aii � �Pi��j aij implies that A is stable�
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��� Control Strategy and Objective

We now introduce bounds on the process variables� Let

x � x	t
 � x�

where the inequalities should be interpreted componentwise� For tanks with
heaters xi and xi is the switching levels of the thermostat� i�e�� the heater
is turned on if xi reach xi � xi from above and the heater is turned off if
xi reach xi � xi from below� Thus xi and xi de�ne the hysteresis region for
the thermostat control� To avoid �chattering� solutions we introduce a lower
bound on the di�erence between upper and lower switch levels� i�e��

xi � xi � d�i 	�


for indices i that correspond to tanks with heaters�
For tanks without heaters xi and xi only describe guaranteed upper and

lower bounds on the temperature in tank i� An important control objective
is to make the di�erence between these bounds as small as possible� see
Section ��

The major control objective is to make the temperature in the tanks
without heaters stay close to desired temperatures� t�i � This implies the
constraints

xi � t�i � xi 	�


for indices i that correspond to tanks without heaters�

� Optimization Formulation

��� Invariant Set

A su�cient condition for x and x to be lower and upper bounds on the state
is that

X � fx � R
n jx � x � xg

is an invariant set 	here we assume that the state initially belongs to this
set
� By an invariant set we mean that once the state belongs to the set
it will never leave it� Now� X is invariant if the state trajectory tangent is
pointing inwards at each point on �X � By a �worst case� analysis of the
value of Ax  Bu  Cw on �X we can give linear constraints on x and x
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such that X is guaranteed to be an invariant set� The �size� of X can then
be minimized using a linear objective function�

Consider tank i� The slab xi � xi � xi in the state space is invariant if
�xi � � when xi � xi and �xi � � when xi � xi� In each case we do a worst
case choice of xj� ui and wi to get su�cient conditions on xi and xi for the
slab to be invariant�

We now derive a su�cient condition for xi to be a lower end of an invariant
interval of xi� According to the assumptions the thermostat control law turns
on the heater when xi � xi� Hence ui � � if there is a heater available in
tank i� Note that we can always set ui � � in this case since the value of
ui will not e�ect �xi if there is no heater 	the corresponding diagonal element
of B is zero
� Furthermore� �xi attains its minimum value 	which has to be
non�negative for invariance
 when xj � xj� j �� i and wi � �� since their
coe�cients in 	�
 all are non�negative� Using these values on the variables
we get the following condition on x

nX
j��

aijxj  bii � cii � �� i � �� � � � � n�

The conditions on x from all states can be rewritten in matrix form as follows

AxB�� C� � �� 	�


where � denotes an n�vector of ones�
A su�cient condition for xi to be an upper bound on an invariant interval

of xi can be derived in a similar way� When xi � xi the state derivative
�xi attains its maximum value 	which has to be non�positive for invariance

when xj � xj� j �� i� ui � � and wi � � since their coe�cients in 	�
 all are
non�negative� The invariance condition on x becomes

nX
j��

aijxj  cii � �� i � �� � � � � n

which can be rewritten as

Ax  C� � �� 	�


��� LP Formulation

We observe that inequalities 	�
� 	�
� 	�
 and 	�
 are linear inequalities in
x and x� Let the control objective be to keep the temperature in the tanks
without heaters around t�i with as little variation as possible� i�e�� minimize
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the size of the invariant intervals for xi in tanks without heaters� Hence� we
want to minimize vT 	x � x
 where vi � � for tanks with heaters and vi � �
for tanks without heaters� Di�erent choices of v can then be used to tune the
thermostats such that some tanks are regulated more accurately than others�

The thermostat tuning problem can now be formulated as an LP problem
as follows

minimize vT 	x� x


subject to Ax B�� C� � �
Ax  C� � �
xi � xi � d�i � i � Ih
xi � t�i � xi� i � Inh

	�


where Ih is the set of i�s for which the corresponding tank has a heater and
Inh corresponds to the tanks without�

� Examples

Example � Three tanks with no disturbances�
Consider the three thermally coupled tanks whose dynamics is given by

�x �

�
�
�� � ���
� �� ���
��� ��� ��

�
� x 

�
�
� � �
� �� �
� � �

�
� u� 	�


Here tank � and � are directly thermally coupled and the same is true for
tank � and �� There are heaters in tank � and �� see Figure ��

Tank � Tank �Tank �

x� x�x�
u� u�

Figure �� The three thermally coupled tanks�

Let the control objective be to regulate the temperature x� in tank � using
thermostats to control the heaters in tank � and �� We let the desired set�
point for x� be �� i�e�� t�

�
� �� The switch levels for the thermostats in tank �
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and � must have a separation of at least ��� to avoid too fast switching� i�e��
xi � xi � d�i � ���� i � �� ��

Solving 	�
 with objective x��x
�
gives the following invariant slabs for x

���� � x� � ����

���� � x� � ����

���� � x� � ����

We observe that the bounds for x� and x� are tight and that x� will be in
an interval of length ���	 including the setpoint� It is obvious to see how the
constraints can be changed to obtain t�

�
in the middle of an invariant interval�

By decreasing the d�i we can make the interval for x� arbitrarily small in this
case� In Figure � a simulation of the system is shown�
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Figure �� A simulation of system 	�
 controlled by thermostats�

If we also give desired set�points for the tanks with heaters� i�e�� if we
include conditions such as xi � t�i � xi� i � �� �� the invariant interval for x�
might become larger�

Example � Three tanks with disturbances�
We now add some disturbances to our system� Let the disturbance ma�

trix be C � diag	���� ���� ���
� We use the same speci
cations on desired
temperatures and switch level separations as in the previous example�

Solving the corresponding LP problem 	�
 using these values gives the
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result

���� � x� � ����

���� � x� � ����

���� � x� � ����

A simulation using these switch levels for the thermostats in tank � and
� is shown in Figure �� We apply square wave disturbances with amplitude
� of di�erent frequences �much lower than the response time of the tanks to
get as bad inuence on the levels as possible�� In this case the bounds on x�
are very tight�
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Figure �� A simulation of system 	�
 in�uenced by disturbances�

Example � A large example�
Consider a system of �� tanks with

A �

�
���������������

���� ����� ���� ���� ��� ���� ����� ���� ���� �����
����� ��� ����� ���� ��� ���� ���� ���� ����� �����
���� ����� ��� ���� ����� ���� ����� ���� ���� ����
���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����� �����
��� ��� ����� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
����� ���� ����� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����� ��� ����
���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����� ���� ���� �����
���� ����� ���� ����� ���� ���� ��� ���� ���� ���
����� ����� ���� ����� ���� ���� ���� ����� ��� ����

�
���������������

�
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B � diag	�� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �
 and C � diag	���� ���� �� �� ���� �� ���� �� �� ���


The desired set�points are

t� �
�� � ��� � � � � ��� � �	

where � denotes that there is no desired set�points for the corresponding state
variable� Solving the corresponding LP problem 	�
 using these values gives
the results in Table ��

i xi xi xi � xi
� ���� ���� ����
� ���� ���� ����
� ���� ���� ����
� ���� ���� ����
� ���� ���� ����
� ���� ���� ����
� ��� ��� ����
� ���� ���� ����
� ���� ���� ����
�� ���� ���� ����

Table �� The upper and lower bounds on the states and the interval lengths�

A simulation of the closed loop system is shown in Figure ��
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Figure �� A simulation of the �� tank system� where only x�� x� and x� are
plotted together with their respective bounds� The curves are� from top to
bottom� x�	heater
 x�	no heater
 and x�	no heater
�
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Since we only needed to solve an LP�problem� the control synthesis for
this �large� example took a very short time�

��� A Nonlinear System

Another system for which this technique can be applied is a system consist�
ing of interconnected water tanks and pumps where the connection is made
through hoses� From the law of Bernoulli we get the following state space
equation for the i�th tank�

�xi � aii
p
xi 

X
j ��i

aij
p
xj  biiui  ciiwi� 	��


where xi is the water level in the tank� aii is a non�positive constant cor�
responding to the out�ow of the tank and aij is a non�negative constant
corresponding to the in�ow from tank j to tank i� The pumps are assumed
to be linear and can only be set on or off� Furthermore� if we assume that
the pumps only add water to the system 	no sipping
 then the pumps are
modeled by the biiui term above� where bii � � and ui � f�� �g� As before
ciiwi model the amplitude bounded disturbances of the system� where cii � �
and jwij � �� We want to �nd an invariant set of the form

xi � xi � xi� 	��


Since xi � � by physical constraints and we can rewrite �� as

p
xi �

p
xi �

p
xi�

Since the right hand side of the state equations only involve the square roots
of the water levels� we can use the same arguments as in Section � to formulate
an LP problem in the variables zi �

p
xi and zi �

p
xi with the additional

constraints

zi � �

to �nd an invariant set of the form 	��
� The only di�erence from the discus�
sion in Section � is that we minimize the invariant set through minimizingPn

i�� vi	
p
xi �p

xi
 rather than minimizing
Pn

i�� vi	xi � xi
�

� Conclusions

The computation of switch levels and upper and lower bounds for the states
of a system decomposed by a number of thermally coupled tanks have been
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formulated as an LP problem� A number of simulations have been carried out
showing that the bounds are rather sharp when amplitude bounded distur�
bances acts on the system� The same technique can also be used on a system
of interconnected tanks and pumps after a change of variables despite the
fact that this is a nonlinear system�

� Future Work

In the above control strategy we have used decentralized control where each
thermostat only can use measurements from the tank to which it is connected�
Possible future work is to investigate if and how we can improve the control
by allowing the thermostats to use measurements from more tanks� A �rst
extension is to try to use hyperplanes in Rn � not parallell to the coordinate
axes� as switching surfaces�

Since we have used worst�case analysis one expects the results to be con�
servative� but as we have seen the results are quite sharp� The question is
how sharp is the result� This might be possible to analyze using game theory�

We have seen that the result in this report is valid for thermally connected
tanks with heaters and the result can be extended to hold for �ow connected
tanks with pumps� Are there other systems for which this technique is ap�
plicable�

Some extensions of the result are immediate� For instance the distur�
bance matrix C need not be diagonal� it can be a full matrix� As mentioned
before we can allow a constant term on the right�hand side of the di�erential
equations�
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